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October 2019: A high-level delegation from the UAE, led by H.E. Suhail bin Mohammed Faraj Faris Al Mazrouei, UAE Cabinet 

Member and Minister of Energy and Industry, visited India to attend the Second Assembly of the International Solar Alliance 

(ISA) in New Delhi. The UAE delegation included Dr. Nawal Al Hosany, Permanent Representative of the UAE to the 

International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). 

 

The Indian Ministry of New and Renewable Energy organised the Second Assembly of International Solar Alliance (ISA) on 30 

and 31 October 2019 in New Delhi. While on 30 October 2019, coordination and consultation meetings on different aspects 

of ISA programmes and initiatives were held, the Assembly met on 31
st
 October 2019. 

 

The Second Assembly of the ISA drew the participation of high-profile invitees, ministers and representatives from ISA member 

countries, officials from international organisations, multilateral agencies, and financial institutions to discuss their specific 

energy needs. The event provided an ideal platform for collaboration in addressing the identified gaps through a common 

and agreed approach. 

 

H.E. Suhail bin Mohammed while addressing the Assembly said, "Energy is the backbone of the UAE’s economy and our 

country is working to diversify both its energy sources and its economic sectors. 2017 saw the launch of the UAE Energy 

Strategy 2050 – the country’s first unified energy strategy that focuses not only on supply but also on optimising demand. By 

2050, 50 percent of the country’s energy will come from clean sources, including 44 percent from renewable sources." 

 

In his address, His Excellency noted, "Due to well-aligned government processes and the forward-thinking vision that went 

into formulating the UAE Energy Strategy, the country has managed to implement sustainable energy projects and reduce the 

cost for solar power significantly from 5.84 US cents in 2015 to the new world record of 1.7 cents submitted for Phase 5 of 

the Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park, that amounts to a nearly 80 percent cost reduction." 

 

Highlighting the important role of ISA, Dr. Nawal Al Hosany added, "The Alliance has an exceptional track record of facilitating 

large-scale funding and developing programmes to promote access to affordable finance. We are here today to take the 

achievements of our solar industry to a whole new level through advancing the technology, incorporating region-specific social 

aspects, and driving innovative business initiatives." 

 

Dr. Nawal added, "From leading multiple billion dollar renewable energy ventures to hosting the IRENA headquarters, the 

UAE is committed to finding new renewable energy solutions to age-old challenges through partnerships, knowledge exchange, 

capacity building, and access to finance." 

 

 

Visit of H.E. Suhail bin Mohammed Faraj Faris Al Mazrouei, UAE Cabinet Member and Minister of Energy 

and Industry to India 
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Shri V. Muraleedharan, Hon’ble Minister of State for External Affairs and Parliamentary Affairs, GoI had led a high-level Indian 

delegation to the UAE to attend fifth Ministerial Consultation of Abu Dhabi Dialogue (ADD) held on 16-17 October 2019 in 

Dubai. Founded in 2008, the Abu Dhabi Dialogue is a regional, voluntary and non-binding Consultative process between 

Asian countries of labour origin and destination, which serves as a platform to facilitate regional cooperation on contractual 

labour mobility, sharing of best experiences and learning from one another’s experience. 

 

In his address at the Ministerial Consultation, Shri Muraleedharan spoke about the ongoing efforts between India and the UAE 

with respect to integration of India’s e-migrate system with online system of UAE Ministry of Human Resource and 

Emiratisation (MOHRE) and collaboration on benchmarking of skill qualifications, assessment and certification. Both these 

initiatives may serve as a model of cooperation for other ADD member states for promoting fair and ethical recruitment as 

well as safe and legal migration, he added. The Indian minister also felicitated 5 Indian workers under the ongoing UAE-India 

collaboration on skill harmonization. 

During the visit, Shri Muraleedharan had a bilateral meeting with H.E. Nasser bin Thani Juma Al Hamli, UAE Cabinet Member 

and Minister of Human Resource and Emiratisation. Both sides had productive discussions on issues relating to labour welfare 

& skill development and reiterated their commitment in addressing mutual issues of concern and forging strong cooperation 

in areas related to labour welfare. The meeting was also attended by Mr Vipul, Consul General of India in Dubai along with 

senior officials from both the sides. 

Shri Muraleedharan had also addressed the Indian community at the community events organised in Sharjah and Abu Dhabi 

and lauded its efforts in contributing towards strengthening UAE-India relations.  

On the sideline of a community event organised by the Indian Association in Sharjah, Shri Muraleedharan met over a hundred 

nurses and offered a ray of hope to them facing job loss in the UAE due to a new educational qualification requirement. 

Hon’ble MOS assured the troubled nurses and said, "We have submitted required documents from the Indian Nursing Council 

to the concerned UAE authorities and I am sure due consideration will be given to the documents provided by us and I hope 

that there will be positive outcome to this issue and a solution will be found in a very short span of time.”  

 

Shri Muraleedharan had also visited the Pravasi Bharatiya Sahayta Kendra (PBSK) in Dubai to look into its operations. MOS 

met workers to understand how they were being helped by PBSK and Indian Consulate in Dubai. Indian MOS was 

accompanied by Mr Vipul, Consul General of India in Dubai and officials from CGI Dubai. 

Visit of Shri V. Muraleedharan, Hon’ble Minister of State for External Affairs and  

Parliamentary Affairs, GoI to the UAE 
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October 2019: A high level delegation led by Shri Pinarayi Vijayan, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Kerala had visited UAE 

to attract investments in the State. Hon’ble Chief Minister was received by Mr Vipul, Consul General of India in Dubai; 

Dr. Kamala Kannan Ellangovan, Principal Secretary (Industries), Government of Kerala; Mr Yusuff Ali, Chairman and 

Managing Director, Lulu Group International and several other senior officials. 

H.H. Sheikh Saud bin Rashid Al Mualla, Supreme Council Member and Ruler of Umm Al Qaiwain received Shri Pinarayi 

Vijayan and his accompanying delegation. During the meeting, both leaders discussed bilateral relations between the 

UAE and Kerala in the economic, development, investment fields and the means of strengthening them. 

H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin Saud bin Rashid Al Mu’alla, Crown Prince of Umm Al Qaiwain was also present during the 

meeting. Shri Vijayan lauded the welfare and care enjoyed by the Indian community in the UAE, and presented a 

commemorative shield to H.H. Sheikh Saud who hosted a luncheon in honour of the Indian Chief Minister and his 

accompanying delegation. 

During the visit, Hon’ble Chief Minister inaugurated Non-Resident Keralites Emerging Entrepreneur’s Meet (NEEM) 

organized by the Overseas Keralites Investment Company in Dubai on 4
th
 October 2019. The meet was organized to 

interact with the business community in the UAE and to showcase investment opportunities in Kerala in different sectors.  

Visit of Shri Pinarayi Vijayan, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Kerala to the UAE 
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In his special address at the event, Shri Vijayan said, "While focus is on investment towards the aforementioned sectors, 

we are also looking at overall development of the state. Our Government aims to make Kerala the most developed 

state in India and to bring Kerala to the frontline in the matter of investments." 

The Chief Minister noted works are underway to make Kerala a knowledge hub and added, "We want to provide free 

Internet to all Malayalees with the help of fibre optic technology.”  

Hon’ble CM highlighted that the State Government has opened up to foreign investments from non-resident Keralites 

(NRKs) by streamlining and easing the process of launching businesses in the state. Along with the provision of business 

licences in 30 days, the Kerala Government has also decided to extend the business licence validity to five years.  

Welcoming the investors to the state, Shri Pinarayi Vijayan announced that Kerala will form an 'Investment Council' to 

attract investments from Non Resident Keralites (NRKs). He said that an NRI Construction Company will also be formed 

as a subsidiary of the Overseas Keralites Investment Company. The Government had already formed the Overseas 

Keralites Investment and Holding Ltd to attract investments from the expats for various development works in the State, 

he added.  

At the investors’ meet, Hon’ble Chief Minister had an interactive discussion with a gathering of leading investors and 

business leaders from the UAE and apprised them of the strides made by Kerala, and made a strong pitch for investment 

in the state. 

Various business groups in the UAE, including those of NRI's, have offered an investment of Rs 10,000 crore to Kerala. 

The DP World is likely to invest Rs 3,500 crore, RP Group Rs 1,000 crore, Lulu Group Rs 1,500 crore, Aster Rs 500 

crore and other small entrepreneurs Rs 3,500 crore in the State in various sectors including Shipping and Logistics, 

Health, Tourism and Retail. 

The investors’ meet was also attended by Shri. E. P. Jayarajan, Hon’ble Minister for Industries, Sports and Youth Affairs, 

Government of Kerala; Shri. Kadakampally Surendran, Hon’ble Minister for Co-operation, Tourism and Devaswoms, 

Government of Kerala; Mr P Sreeramakrishnan, Speaker of the Kerala Legislative Assembly; officials from the Non-

Resident Keralites Affairs (Norka); and senior business leaders from the Middle East.  
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H.E. Juma Al Kait, Assistant Undersecretary - Foreign Trade Affairs, UAE Ministry of Economy, has led a high-level 

delegation from the UAE to participate in first edition of Vibrant Goa Global Expo and Summit 2019 held from 17 to 

19
th
 October 2019. The Vibrant Goa Global Expo and Summit witnessed the attendance of more than 500 participants 

from over 50 countries around the world. 

 

The Vibrant Goa Global Expo and Summit was inaugurated by Shri Pramod Sawant, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Goa and 

was attended by Shri Piyush Goyal, Hon’ble Minister of Railways and Commerce & Industry, GoI; and several other key 

dignitaries.  

 

The UAE was the Partner Country of the event and the high level delegation from the UAE comprised of senior officials 

including H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India; H.E. Dr. Rashed Al Nuaimi, RAK Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry; H.E. Sharif Al Awadhi, Fujairah Open Zone Authority; and Mr Ahmad Alfalahi, Commercial Attache of 

UAE to India. 

 

In his address at the summit, H.E. Juma Al Kait said, “The UAE and India enjoy long-standing and cordial relations across 

multiple fronts. Backed by the political and people-to-people interactions, bilateral trade continued to soar despite global 

headwinds. India is and has always been an important partner for the UAE. The bilateral trade between the UAE and 

India has grown exponentially from USD 180 million in 1970s to USD 60 billion in 2018 & 2019.” 

 

H.E. Juma Al Kait apprised that the UAE is looking for new avenues for trade and investment around the globe and 

India is definitely on the radar. “India provides endless opportunities for business and events like Vibrant Goa is the right 

platform to strengthen the bilateral ties with the country,” he added. 

 

During the summit, H.E. Juma Al Kait also participated in the UAE Country Session where he highlighted how Goa and 

Indian businesses can take advantage of the business regulation changes in the UAE. The session was addressed by key 

dignitaries including H.E. Dr. Ahmed Al Banna; H.E. Dr. Rashed Al Nuaimi; H.E. Sharif Al Awadhi; and Mr Ahmad 

Alfalahi etc.  

 

On the sidelines of the summit, the UAE delegation had a bilateral meeting with Shri Pramod Sawant, Hon’ble Chief 

Minister of Goa and discussed areas of mutual cooperation and further enhancing bilateral trade & investments between 

the UAE and Goa. 

 

Participation of UAE Delegation in Vibrant Goa Global Expo and Summit 2019 
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October 2019: H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had addressed a press conference in New Delhi to 

officially launch a year-long campaign for the ‘Dubai Expo 2020’. The conference was also addressed by Mr Senthil, 

Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, GoI and attended by Indian diplomats, journalists, and business leaders. 

 

During the conference, attendees were provided an overview of what to be expected at Expo 2020 Dubai. The mega 

Expo will be happening first time in the Middle East from 20
th
 October 2020 to 10

th
 April 2021 in Dubai, UAE. The 

theme of the Exposition is “Connecting Minds, Creating the Future” that represents the UAE’s vision to bring nations 

and people closer, through collaborations and partnerships towards building a better world. Under the umbrella of the 

main theme, Expo 2020 has three 3 sub themes - Opportunity, Mobility and Sustainability. 

 

Dr. Albanna who is awarded to host World Expo 2020, said that India will be having one of the biggest Pavilion which 

is strategic in terms of location in the Expo. We extend our gratitude to the leadership of India for their vision. Indian 

Pavilion in Expo 2020 will remain under the Government of India possession and will be permanent Pavilion at Expo 

2020, he added.  

 

In his address, His Excellency highlighted that India's participation at Expo 2020 reflects the Comprehensive Strategic 

Partnership between the UAE and India and the Expo will be a big opportunity for UAE and India to work further 

towards that goal. The relations between both countries have strengthened and expanded, anchored on regular high-

level visits, business interactions and extensive people-to-people contacts. 

 

H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna also mentioned that India’s participation in the world’s most prominent event will offer an 

access to a global platform to build new connections and strengthen the relationships. 

 

 

 

 

 

EXPO 2020 Dubai Press Conference - New Delhi 
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October 2019: H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had met the newly appointed Indian Ambassador 

to the UAE, H.E. Pavan Kapoor in New Delhi.  

During the meeting, both sides discussed matters of relevance and highlighted the collaboration and corporation between 

the two embassies for better and cordial relationship between the UAE and India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India with H.E. Pavan Kapoor,  

Indian Ambassador to the UAE 
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H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had met Dr. Guruprasad Mohapatra, Secretary, Department for 

Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce & Industry, GoI on 22
nd 

October 2019 in New 

Delhi.  

The purpose of the meeting was to follow up on the issues that were mutually agreed between the two countries in the 

seventh meeting of the UAE - India High Level Joint Task Force on Investments (HLTFI) in Abu Dhabi and to discuss 

other pending issues. 

The two sides discussed about the ASA consultations between the UAE and India scheduled to be held on 23
rd
 October 

2019 in New Delhi. 

During the follow up meeting with Dr. Guruprasad Mohapatra, UAE Ambassador briefed him about various bilateral 

matters, prominent ones being: 

a. The clubbing issue 

b. Exemption of taxation of ADIA sister companies 

c. The Air Service Agreement 

d. The Fast Track Committee 

The two sides mutually agreed to review the above matters, under the umbrella of the fast track committee in the month 

of November 2019. 

 

The meeting was also attended by Mr Ahmad Alfalahi, Commercial Attache of UAE to India. 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India with Dr. Guruprasad Mohapatra, 

Secretary, DPIIT, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, GoI 
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H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had met Mr Manoj Kumar, Additional Chief Secretary (Home, Industries), 

Government of Himachal Pradesh on 1
st
 October 2019 at UAE Embassy in New Delhi. The meeting was also attended by Mr 

Vivek Mahajan, Deputy Resident Commissioner, Government of Himachal Pradesh. 

The purpose of the meeting was to brief His Excellency Dr. Albanna about the Rising Himachal Global Investors’ Meet 2019 to 

be held on 7-8
th
 November 2019 in Dharamshala, Himachal Pradesh and to discuss regarding the UAE participation at the 

summit. 

The Global Investors’ Meet 2019 is the flagship business event of the Government of Himachal Pradesh. In this event, the 

Himachal Pradesh will showcase the policy & regulatory environment and the investment opportunities across eight focus 

sectors in the state. 

 

During the meeting, Mr Kumar recalled the visit of Shri Jai Ram Thakur, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh to the 

UAE in June 2019. During his visit, Hon’ble CM had series of meeting with Government and leading industry leaders to project 

Himachal Pradesh as an attractive investment destination and invited them to invest in Himachal Pradesh. 

 

Mr Manoj Kumar on behalf of the Himachal Pradesh Government extended an invitation to H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna for UAE 

to participate as a Partner Country in Rising Himachal Global Investors’ Meet. 

The UAE Ambassador conveyed UAE’s interest in expanding partnership with Himachal Pradesh in various new areas of 

development and strengthening its friendly relationship with the State in wake of strong overall UAE-India relations. 

 

Dr. Albanna also confirmed UAE participation to the Rising Himachal Global Investors’ Meet 2019 as a Partner Country. His 

Excellency assured the Himachal Government delegation his support to secure high level participation from the UAE companies 

and indicated that the UAE delegation will be comprised of high level participation from UAE Government and private sector 

companies namely DP world, DMCC, Emaar, Sharaf Group, Lulu Group, NMC Group etc. 

 

Further, the meeting saw discussions on cooperation ties between the UAE and Himachal Pradesh in the areas of economic, 

investment, agri businesses and food processing, infrastructure, logistics parks, tourism & hospitality. The possibility of UAE 

investment in hospitality sector in Himachal Pradesh was discussed in detail. 

 

During the discussion regarding Food Security, H.E. Dr. Albanna apprised Himachal Pradesh delegation about the UAE-India 

Food Security project. It envisages establishing logistics and cold storage chains and food processing facilities in India with the 

intention to increase the export of food products from India to the UAE. 

 

Mr Manoj Kumar expressed his keen interest in the project and invited UAE to collaborate with Himachal Pradesh on Food 

Security.  

 

Meeting of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India with Himachal Pradesh Government   
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In another meeting, Mr Sanjay Kundu, Principal Secretary to the Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh had met H.E. Dr. Ahmed 

Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India on 22
nd

 October 2019 in New Delhi with the same agenda i.e. to brief Dr. Albanna about 

the Rising Himachal Global Investors’ Meet and to discuss regarding UAE participation at the summit. 

 

During the meeting, Mr Sanjay Kundu expressed his gratitude to H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna for accepting the invite from 

Government of Himachal Pradesh for the UAE to participate as a Partner Country in Rising Himachal Global Investor’s Meet. 

 

His Excellency and Mr Kundu discussed the UAE participation at the investors’ meet in detail including discussions on Inaugural 

session, UAE Country Session and other G2B, B2B meetings between the UAE delegation and Himachal Pradesh. 

 

The meeting was also attended by Mr Vivek Mahajan, Deputy Resident Commissioner, Government of Himachal Pradesh and 

Mr Ahmad Alfalahi, Commercial Attache of UAE to India. 

 

Both the above meetings culminated on a positive note with both side reiterated their commitment to further strengthen 

bilateral cooperation. 
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October 2019: H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had a meeting with Dr. P.V. Ramesh, Additional Chief 

Secretary to Chief Minister, Government of Andhra Pradesh in New Delhi to discuss various matters of mutual interest aimed 

at enhancing economic relations between the UAE and Andhra Pradesh.  

 

During the meeting, H.E. Dr. Albanna highlighted that UAE enjoys very strong economic relations with Andhra Pradesh having 

considerable investments in the state. 

 

For his part, Dr. P.V. Ramesh expressed his state's desire to further strengthen its ties with the UAE and apprised the UAE 

Ambassador about the intent of the State Government to develop its coastline and improve connectivity from the State. Dr. 

Ramesh mentioned that the state is currently inviting foreign investors to explore opportunities available within the state for 

four Ports and an Airport Development and Management project. 

 

Dr. Albanna applauded the development initiatives taken by the state and assured his support towards the same. H.E. noted 

that the concept of development is inconceivable without enhancing connectivity, and port and airport development are 

hence vital for the economic development of the state. 

 

His Excellency highlighted that UAE companies such as DP World and DNATA already have major presence and successful 

operations in India in the respective domain of port and airport management.    

 

Dr. Ramesh was delighted to know about the UAE Companies and agreed to send a brief to the UAE Ambassador on various 

development projects being undertaken by Andhra Pradesh so that the same information may be disseminated to the relevant 

stakeholders in the UAE. 

 

Taking the discussion forward, both dignatories also discussed regarding some of the pending issues concerning UAE 

investments in the state of Andhra Pradesh. Both the sides agreed that an early resolution of these issues would not only restore 

the confidence of UAE investors but also pave the way for enhancing the UAE investments in the state.      

 

The two sides hailed the bilateral economic relations and reiterated their commitment to closely work together and align their 

efforts for the mutual benefit.  

 

The meeting was also attended by Mr Ahmad Alfalahi, Commercial Attache of UAE to India. 

Meeting of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India with Dr. P.V. Ramesh,  

Additional Chief Secretary to Chief Minister, Government of Andhra Pradesh 
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H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had a meeting with Ms Vini Mahajan, Additional Chief Secretary 

(Department of Investment Promotion; Industries & Commerce; IT; Governance Reforms & Public Grievances), Government 

of Punjab on 4
th
 October 2019 at UAE Embassy in New Delhi. The meeting was also attended by Mr Rajat Agarwal, CEO, 

Invest Punjab and Mr Ahmad Alfalahi, Commercial Attache of UAE to India. 

 

The meeting was organised to discuss the UAE participation at Progressive Punjab Investors’ Summit 2019 scheduled to be held 

from 5 to 6
th
 December in Mohali, Punjab. This meeting was the follow up of the recent meeting of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna 

with Capt. Amarinder Singh, Hon'ble Chief Minister of Punjab in New Delhi. 

 

The Progressive Punjab Investors’ Summit 2019 is the flagship business event of the Government of Punjab. In this event, Punjab 

will showcase the policy & regulatory environment and the investment opportunities in the state. 

 

Ms Vini Mahajan on the behalf of Government of Punjab extended an invitation to H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna for UAE to 

participate as a Partner Country in Progressive Punjab Investors’ Summit 2019. 

 

H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna assured the Punjab Government delegation his support to secure high level participation from the 

UAE companies. He indicated that the UAE delegation will be comprised of high level participation from UAE Government 

and private sector companies namely DP world, Emaar, Sharaf Group, Lulu Group, Dubai Chamber of Commerce, UAE-India 

Business Council (UIBC) and representations from airlines and banking companies. 

 

Taking the discussion forward, both sides also discussed to enhance the air connectivity between UAE and Punjab to boost 

trade & business activities and expressed their willingness to work closely on this in future. 

 

Further, the meeting saw discussions on cooperation ties between UAE and Punjab in the tourism and hospitality sector. The 

possibility of UAE investment in hospitality sector in Punjab was discussed in detail. 

 

The meeting culminated on a positive note and H.E. Dr. Albanna said that he will be more than happy to help and extend 

support from his end. 

 

Meeting of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India with Ms Vini Mahajan,  

Additional Chief Secretary, Government of Punjab 
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H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India had participated at the 2
nd

 National CSR/School Leadership Summit & 

Awards 2019 as the Chief Guest on 15
th
 October 2019 in New Delhi.  

 

At the summit, His Excellency presented over awards to Indian entities which had performed commendably in discharging 

Corporate Social Responsibility and to schools in India’s northern states which had excelled in multiple ways. 

 

While addressing the audience, H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, gave an overview of the UAE-India relations, especially what he 

called "new tracks in the relationship" under the joint guidance of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces and Shri Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime 

Minister of India. 

 

H.E. Dr. Albanna enlightened the participants that the UAE was the first country to set up a dedicated ministry for Artificial 

Intelligence. Last year, H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of UAE and Ruler 

of Dubai, launched a new e-learning tool to assist more than 50 million children across the Arab world, he recalled. 

 

Dr. Albanna reiterated that the visit of Shri Narendra Modi to the UAE in August 2015, February 2018 and August 2019 

marked the beginning of a new and Comprehensive Strategic Partnership. He further added that the UAE and India enjoy 

long-standing and cordial relations across multiple fronts especially trade and investment. However, there is scope for further 

enhancement of cultural relations. 

 

He also highlighted that the UAE Embassy is in the process of organizing programs in various Indian cities to showcase the 

UAE’s cultural heritage. 

 

The UAE Ambassador said, the UAE’s economic, political and cultural links with India, which date back to more than a century 

ago, are matured and multi-dimensional. Bilateral trade has been steadily growing over the years and people-to-people 

contacts are constantly on the increase. Strong bonds of friendship between the UAE and India are poised to be further 

diversified and strengthened in months and years to come, he added. 

 

Members of the 2
nd

 National CSR/School thanked Dr. Albanna for his presence and presented an award to him for his role 

in strengthening bilateral relations between the UAE and India. 

 

 

 

Participation of H.E. Dr. Ahmed Albanna, UAE Ambassador to India at the 2
nd

 National CSR/School 

Leadership Summit & Awards 2019 
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Monthly News Wrap (October 2019) 

 

ADNOC to evaluate collaboration for USD 4 billion 

chemical production complex in India 

 

DP World's new India partnership 

 

The Abu Dhabi National Oil 

Company (ADNOC), Adani Group, 

BASF SE and Borealis AG are looking 

to invest up to USD 4 billion (AED 

14.7 billion) in a renewables 

powered chemicals complex in the 

Indian state of Gujarat. Read More 

 

 

DP World has launched Log-X, a 

national technology accelerator 

platform for logistics. The 

accelerator platform was launched in 

partnership with Invest India, Kerala 

Start-Up Mission and Startup Reseau 

to encourage innovation and 

technology adoption in the Indian 

logistics sector. Read More 

India's Texol Lubritech opens first overseas manufacturing 

plant in Sharjah 

 Abu Dhabi’s Masdar to buy stake in Hero’s Green Energy 

arm for USD 150 million 

 

India’s oil and lubricant firm Texol 

Lubritech, a joint venture of Gandhar 

Oil Refinery India, opened its first 
overseas manufacturing unit at the 

Hamriyah Free Zone Authority in 

Sharjah, making its first expansion 

move outside the country. Read 

More 

 

 

Making its entry into renewable 

energy sector in India, Abu Dhabi 

Government owned energy 

company Masdar Clean Energy is all 

set to acquire about 20% stake in 

Hero Future Energies, the renewable 

energy arm of the Hero Group of the 

Munjal family, for USD 150 million. 

Read More 

India’s SpiceJet to launch new airline from UAE  Expo 2020's success will be our win: Indian Consul General 

 

India's carrier SpiceJet announced its 

plans to launch a new airline with the 

RAK International Airport as its base 

as well as set up its first overseas hub 

in the UAE emirate. It signed a MoU 

with the RAK International Airport 

to start direct flights between RAK 

and New Delhi from December 

2019. Read More 

 

 

The success of Dubai Expo 2020 will 

be India's success, too, according to 

Mr Vipul, Consul General of India in 

Dubai. "Since the Indian community 

is the largest in the UAE, it becomes 

our responsibility to ensure the 

success of Dubai Expo 2020," he said. 

Read More 

DLD participates in WPIS 2019 in Mumbai 

 India's Dr Batra's Healthcare reveals Middle East expansion 

plans 

 

The Dubai Land Department (DLD) 

has participated in the World 

Property and Investment Show 2019 

in Mumbai. The department's 

participation at WPIS 2019 comes as 

part of its efforts to strengthen its 

relationships with investors in major 

global markets. Read More 

 

 

Dr Batra's Health Care, India's 

leading homoeopathy clinics chain, 

which has clinics in Dubai and Abu 

Dhabi, has revealed its plans to 

expand presence across the Middle 

East region. Read More 

DPIIT working on mechanism to help investors set up 

facilities in India 

 

DPIIT kickstarts exercise to ease FDI norms more 

 

The Department for Promotion of 

Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), 

Ministry of Commerce, GoI is in the 

process of setting up of a mechanism 

to handhold investors and help them 

set up their facilities in India, after the 

proposal would be approved by the 

Commerce and Industry Minister Shri 

Piyush Goyal. Read More 

 

 

The Department for Promotion of 

Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), 

Ministry of Commerce, GoI kick 

started an exercise to relax India’s 

foreign direct investment norms.  
The department held an inter-

ministerial meeting to discuss further 

opening up in sectors, especially 

where 100% FDI is not allowed on 

the automatic route. Read More 

http://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302795486
http://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302794452
https://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302795101
https://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302795101
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/abu-dhabis-masdar-to-buy-stake-in-heros-green-energy-arm-for-150m/articleshow/71403869.cms
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/business/aviation/India-SpiceJet-to-launch-new-airline-from-UAE-
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/uae/dubai/expo-2020s-success-will-be-our-win-indian-consul-general
https://www.gulftoday.ae/en/business/2019/10/26/dld-showcases-wide-range-of---projects-at-wpis-in-mumbai
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/healthcare/430900-indias-dr-batras-healthcare-reveals-middle-east-expansion-plans
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/setting-up-mechanism-to-handhold-investors-dpiit-secretary-119102100281_1.html
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/dpiit-kickstarts-exercise-to-ease-fdi-norms-more/articleshow/71811435.cms?from=mdr
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Monthly News Wrap (October 2019) 

 

VFS Global visa centre in Abu Dhabi opens in new location 
 

UAE, India online labour platforms interlinked 

 

VFS Global officially inaugurated its 

newly relocated Abu Dhabi Joint 

Visa Application Centre at a more 

comfortable and premium location, 

in the presence of officials from the 

respective Governments and 

Embassies served. Read More 

 

 

The UAE and India have interlinked 

their online labour platforms and 

also launched a joint skill 

harmonisation programme for the 

welfare of labour force, said Shri V. 

Muraleedharan,  Indian Minister of 

State for External Affairs and 

Parliamentary Affairs. Read More 

Growing Indian business boosts Dubai's non-oil foreign 

trade 

 GVK Airport signs agreements with ADIA, others for raising 

Rs 7,614 cr 

 

Dubai non-oil foreign trade reached 

AED 676 billion in the first half of 

2019, an increase of 5 percent from 

AED 644 billion in the corresponding 

period last year. While China 

remained Dubai’s largest trading 

partner, there was a 20 percent year-

on-year growth in trade with India. 

Read More 

 

 

The airport arms of GVK Power and 

Infrastructure Limited (GVK Group) 

has signed agreements with three 

investors - ADIA, Abu Dhabi; PSP 

Investments, Canada and the NIIF, 

India for an aggregate investment of 

worth Rs 7614 crore. Read More 

Kashmiri apples to be exported to Middle East 

 India's aviation ministry defers decision on expanding 

airline seat capacity with UAE 

 

For the first time, the famed Kashmiri 

apples will soon be available in the 

UAE. In a bid to boost the economy 

of the region in India, Lulu Group has 

started exporting the fruit to the huge 

Middle East market. Read More 

 

 

India has deferred a decision on 

increasing air seat capacity with UAE 

under the bilateral air services pact, 

as it prepares to hold further 

discussions with all stakeholders 

involved. Read More 

UAE National Space Strategy 2030, National Space 

Investment Plan unveiled 

 

RAKEZ aims to attract more investors 

 

The UAE Space Agency (UAESA) has 

announced the details of its National 

Space Strategy 2030 and National 

Space Investment Plan, 

complementing the regulatory and 

legislative framework of the UAE’s 

national space sector and in line with 

the strategic objectives of the 

Agency. Read More 

 

 

The Ras Al Khaimah Economic Zone 

aims to attract more investors, 

through focusing on customer 

service and facilitating investments. 

India is among the zone’s key clients, 

due to the strong bilateral ties 

between the two nations that have 

witnessed significant progress in 

recent years. Read More 

UAE to establish federal platform for gold trading 

 Dubai's new e-commerce strategy designed to encourage 

more FDI 

 

The UAE will establish a federal 

platform for gold trading and the 

tracking of gold sources, the 

Government has announced. The 

move approved by the UAE Cabinet 

is part of a larger policy to enhance 

the UAE’s position as a global hub for 

gold and jewellery trading. Read 

More 

 

 

Dubai Government has launched an 

e-commerce strategy that aims to 

strengthen Dubai’s status as a global 

logistic platform and accelerate 

online commerce growth to 

promote foreign direct investment in 

Dubai’s e-com sector. Read More 

https://www.thenational.ae/uae/government/visa-application-centre-expands-uae-operations-to-meet-rising-demand-1.923028
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/uae/dubai/indias-e-migrate-system-to-be-linked-with-uaes-system-soon-mos-external-affairs-minister--
https://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302792315
https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/gvk-group-to-raise-rs-7-614-crore-to-retire-debt-11572181868300.html
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/kashmiri-apples-to-be-exported-to-middle-east/articleshow/71667415.cms
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/transport/431925-indias-aviation-ministry-defers-decision-on-expanding-airline-seat-capacity-with-uae
https://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302794869
https://www.wam.ae/en/details/1395302795133
https://www.thenational.ae/business/new-policy-to-boost-gold-trade-in-uae-approved-1.923040
https://www.thenational.ae/business/new-policy-to-boost-gold-trade-in-uae-approved-1.923040
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/politics-economics/429239-sheikh-hamdan-approves-e-commerce-strategy
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Major Upcoming Events 

25-28 November. 2019 
The Big 5, Dubai 
View Details 

25-29 November. 2019 
Abu Dhabi International Book Fair, Abu Dhabi 
View Details 

26-28 November. 2019 
CPHI India, Delhi NCR 
View Details 

05-06 December. 2019 
Progressive Punjab Investors Summit, Mohali 
View Details 

09-11 December. 2019 
SIAL Middle East, Abu Dhabi 
View Details 

08-10 January. 2020 
SATTE, Delhi NCR 
View Details 

13-16 January. 2020 
World Future Energy Summit, Abu Dhabi 
View Details 

27-29 January. 2020 
Global Investment in Aviation Summit (GIAS), Dubai 
View Details 

27-30 January. 2020 
Arab Health, Dubai 
View Details 

16-20 February. 2020 
Gulfood, Dubai 
View Details 

25-27 February. 2020 
DUPHAT, Dubai 
View Details 

03-05 March. 2020 
Middle East Energy, Dubai 
View Details 

24-26 March. 2020 
Annual Investment Meeting (AIM), Dubai 
View Details 

19-22 April. 2020 
Arabian Travel Market, Dubai 
View Details 

20-21 April. 2020 
Middle East Investment Summit, Dubai 
View Details 

07-09 June. 2020 
Automechanika Dubai 
View Details 

20 Oct. 2020 - 10  April. 2021 
Expo 2020 Dubai 
View Details 

https://www.thebig5.ae/
https://adbookfair.com/en/default.aspx
https://www.cphi.com/india/
https://progressivepunjab.com/
https://www.sialme.com/
https://www.satte.in/
https://www.worldfutureenergysummit.com/
https://www.gias.ae/
https://www.arabhealthonline.com/en/Home.html
https://www.gulfood.com/
https://duphat.ae/
https://www.middleeastelectricity.com/en/home.html
https://www.aimcongress.com/
https://arabiantravelmarket.wtm.com/
https://www.terrapinn.com/conference/middle-east-investment-summit/index.stm
https://automechanika-dubai.ae.messefrankfurt.com/dubai/en.html
https://www.expo2020dubai.com/


 


